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any political writer who  does  not  at  once  separate
ethics from politics and make of politics a legalist study
of sovereignty.     But the medieval thinkers, taking life
as they found it, had to make their social theory a
blend   of   ethics,   politics,   and^ economics.    And   in
stressing the economic rather than the political aspect
of their work they were behaving in a perfectly natural
and reasonable way.      For instance, medieval thought
did not work in terms of liberty for two reasons.    In
the first place, a religious society is always extremely
authoritarian ;  and, in the second, the economic status
of the average man in the medieval rural and urban
economy did guarantee him as much liberty as he cared
for (and we may admit that the passion for liberty was
neither very deep nor extremely common).    Accord-
ingly when that economy was in the process of dis-
solution   the   dispossessed   worker   did   not   demand
political right:   he demanded either property for all or
property for none.    In so doing he displayed, uncon-
sciously perhaps, a vast amount of common sense.    The
proletarians of the nineteenth century demanded and
gained political rights and, since these rights had no
economic foundation, they proved almost worthless.    As
a result the working class had to begin their struggle
over again and to organize themselves on an economic
basis in the ranks of Trade Unionism.      But the medieval
worker, having no conception of politics as we know^
them, either surrendered helplessly to the triumphant
invasion of capitalism or fought his battle by the side
of John Ball or Jack Cade in an economic and quasi-
military sphere.    He was beaten, but the political theory
of his age, worked out by the leading Schoolmen in
terms of natural law and communism, not in terms of
positive law and political right, was a geauine expression
of the minds of men.   If it is urged against English

